Guidelines for the Transcription of the Ottoman Lyrics from Arabic into Latin
Characters
Table showing the consonants in Arabic characters and their corresponding
Latin equivalents with their diacritics.
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- ءhemze: when combined with the carrier letter elif at the beginning of a word
is usually not pronounced in Turkish, so it will not be transcribed, for example
( ) ٔأ ّولwill be transcribed as evvel. In the middle of a word hemze will be
transcribed as (ʾ), even in words where it is omitted in the Ottoman
orthography like in ( )إﺟﺰا�ﺎﻧﻪeczāʾḫāne.
- Words of Arabic and Persian origin only will be transcribed with the long
vowels ā, ī and ū. Please note that these vowels should not be used to transcribe
words of Turkish origin.
- The diphthongs (  ) َ◌وand (  ) َ◌يwill be transcribed as ev and ey.
- The orthography of the short Turkish vowels (a, ı, o, u and e, i, ö, ü) and
their harmony in pure Turkish words only will follow the modern Turkish
orthography, but this rule will definitely not apply to the Arabic and Persian
prefixes and suffixes attached to these words, and to the Turkish cases and
suffixes listed bellow.
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- ◌ّ teşdīd represent the doubling of letters in Arabic so these letters will be
always written out as two letters in our transcription even if this is not common
in modern Turkish, for example ( )ﻃﺐwill be transcribed as ṭıbb and ( )ﻓﻦas
fenn.
- Some verbs and nouns of Turkish origin are written in modern Turkish with
an (i) however the letter (ye-yāʾ- )يwas used in the original Ottoman
orthography, so they will be transcribed with the letter e with a diacritic (ė), for
example ( )ا�ﳣﻚėtmek, ( )و�ﺮﻣﻚvėrmek and ( )�ﯿ�ﻪwill be rendered as gėce.
- The Ottoman locative case ( )دﻩwill be transcribed in accordance with the
Ottoman orthography which consistently uses the letter ()د. It will be
transcribed as –de and –da but never as –te and –ta as it is common in
modern Turkish. For example, ( ) �ﺷﺪﻩwill be rendered as başda but never as
başta.
- The Ottoman ablative case ( )دنwill be transcribed in accordance with the
Ottoman orthography which consistently uses the letter ( )دi.e. as –den and –
dan but never –ten and –tan, for example başdan and not baştan as it is
common in modern Turkish.
- The accusative case ( )ىwill be transcribed consistently with –i and –ı, but
the variants –u and –ü as is sometimes the case in modern Turkish will not be
used.
- The imperative of the third person singular known also as the paradigm
imperative ( )ﺳﻮنwill be transcribed with –sun and –sün in accordance with
the most common Ottoman orthography that uses the letter ()و, but never with
–sin and –sın as is the case in modern Turkish, for example ()�ﺮ�ﺖ و�ﺮﺳﻮن
should be rendered as bereket vėrsün.
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- The Ottoman verb to be in the third person singular present ( )درwill be
transcribed in accordance with the Ottoman orthography i.e. as –dir and –dır,
but never as is the case in modern Turkish with –tir, –tır, –tur or –tür.
- The gerund ending with ( )وبwill be rendered as –ub and –üb in accordance
with the Ottoman orthography. But never with –up, –üp, –ip or –ıp as is the
case in modern Turkish.
- The letter ( )وas a conjunction will be transcribed as ve, except in doublets of
Arabic and Persian origin then it will be rendered a separate (u) or (ü) without
a hyphen, as for example ( )ﻗيﻞ وﻗﺎلḳīl u ḳāl. In expressions of mixed origin like
Turkish and Arabic that represent a doublet in the meaning like ()ﺻﺎغ وﺳﻠﲓ
then the conjunction ( )وwill be transcribed as (u) or (ü) as in ṣāġ u salīm.
Please also note that in some lyrics the transcription might vary between ve and
u or ü in order not to break the meter of the verse.
-The Persian Izafet relationship between two words expressed through a hemze
or a kesre will be consistently rendered as a hyphenated -i or -ı. The same rule
will also apply for more than two words connected through a chain of izafet
relationship like in ( )ﺳﺎﻟﻨﺎﻣ ٔﻪ وﻻﯾﺖ �ﻠﺐwhich will be transcribed as sālnāme-yi
vilāyet-i Ḥaleb.
- The nisbe suffix in Ottoman ( ) ﱄor sometimes (  ) ﱃusually added to place
names will be transcribed in accordance with the Ottoman orthography i.e. as
–li or –lı, but never as –lü or –lu as is common in modern Turkish. If the
Ottoman orthography requires a different transcription usually in the case
when the nisbe is added to an official title like in the case of the word ()دوﻟﺘﻠﻮ
then it will be transcribed as devletlü.
- The interrogative pronoun ( )ﻧﻪ ا�ﻮنwill be transcribed according to the
original orthography, i.e. in two words when if it appears in this form in the
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original script and it will be rendered as ne içün, never as ne için or niçin as is
the case in the modern Turkish orthography.
- The Arabic definite article ( ) الis usually pronounced as el in Turkish, when
at an initial position, and will be transcribed as such with a hyphen to connect
it to the defined word like in ( ) اﳊﺎلit will be rendered as el-ḥāl. When it is
followed by a letter from the so called sun letters it is usually assimilated with
the following letter so the word ( )اﻟﺸﻤﺲwill be rendered as eş-şams. In an
Arabic genitive connection the first word usually ends with a Zamma ü and the
hemze of the definite article usually loses its value, hence the letter e will also
disappear from the transcription of this article and will be transcribed as such
ḥurūfü ş-şems and ḥurūfü l-ḳamar.
-Some Arabic words like (  �ﲔ٬ﺑﻌﺾ٬  ) �ﲑare almost exclusively used in an izafet
connection so they will be transcribed as ʿayn-ı, baʿż-ı, and ġayr-i.
-Arabic preposition will be transcribed separated from the following words
unlike some common practice in modern Turkish, those that are usually
connected to the following words in the Arabic script will be transcribed with a
hyphen for the sake of clarity.
-However hyphens will be used economically in our system, suffixes of all
origins, Turkish, Arabic and Persian with not be hyphenated.
General remarks:
This transcription system benefited from the systems used in OTAP, IJMES
and the İA, in it we will try as meticulously as possible to follow the Ottoman
orthography with due consideration given to Turkish pronunciation. For the
sake of clarity and in order to make the transcription reader-friendly Arabic
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letters will be transcribed into a single Latin character with the necessary
diacritics. Hyphens will be used for the İzafet and the Arabic definite article.
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